
 

 

Notice of Privacy 
 

I.- Identity and address of the person in charge 
 
Diseño y Desarrollo Médico, S.A. of C.V. (GRUPO DDM), subscribes this privacy notice in 
compliance with the Federal Law on the Protection of Personal Data Held by Individuals 
(hereinafter "LAW) with address at Leonardo da Vinci 62, Col. Mixcoac, C.P. 03910, Benito 
Juárez, Mexico City, is responsible for collecting the personal and sensitive data of the 
owner, the management thereof and its protection. 
 
Your personal data will be treated based on the principles of legality, consent, information, 
quality, purpose, loyalty, proportionality and responsibility in terms of the Legislation. The 
confidentiality of your personal data will be maintained by establishing and maintaining 
effective administrative, technical and physical security measures to prevent damage, loss, 
alteration, destruction, use, access or undue disclosure. 
 
II.- Purposes of the treatment 
 
The personal data that you provide to GRUPO DDM, through our website, provision of 
online services, in person, by telephone and / or by other means will be used exclusively for: 

•   For purposes of identification, provision of services, management of information to 
keep the database updated, billing and collection for services, studies, records 
and analysis of health information, conducting market and consumer studies in 
order to acquire and offer personalized products, as well as advertising and 
contents appropriate to the needs of the client, verify the credit and / or payment 
capacity of the suppliers, access control of visits for company security. 

 
As well as for those secondary activities for marketing, advertising, commercial prospection 
of new products and to encourage the updating of personal information to help us improve 
the services provided by GRUPO DDM. 
 
If the owner wishes that his / her personal data not be processed for the aforementioned 
purposes, he / she must send a letter to juridico@ddm.com.mx, stating his right to the 
foregoing. 
 
The refusal to use your secondary personal data may not be a reason for us to deny you the 
services and products you request with us. 
 
In relation to the Personal Data of those Holders who in the past granted their data to 
GRUPO DDM and who currently no longer have a legal relationship with the latter, those 
Holders are informed that GRUPO DDM only keeps their Personal Data in accordance with 
provided by article 25 of the Law, that is, during the blocking period established in said legal 
system, so that, once said blocking period has elapsed, your Personal Data will be deleted.  
 
 
 
 



 

 

III.-Personal data requested to perform treatment.  
 
To carry out the purposes described in this privacy notice, we will use personal data of: 
identification, academic, labor, property and financial; as they could be name and surnames; 
birthdate; address, whether particular, work, or fiscal; email, personal or work address, 
telephone number, RFC and CURP. 
 

In the case of applicants for employees, the number of affiliation to the Mexican Social 
Security Institute, union affiliation and some sensitive personnel such as health status, 
clinical history, allergies, illnesses, information related to psychological nature, medical 
disabilities, surgical interventions, consumption of toxic substances, blood type, fingerprint, 
disabilities.  
 
GRUPO DDM will collect sensitive data related to the health status, background and clinical 
history and other data necessary or convenient for the purposes described above. Sensitive 
data will be handled with strict security and confidentiality through security, technological, 
physical and administrative measures, for purposes related to the provision of health 
services and in accordance with this privacy notice, regulations and applicable regulations. 
 
IV.- Transfers.  
 
We inform you that your personal data may be transferred and treated inside and outside 
the country, by people outside of this company. In this sense, your information may be 
shared, including but not limited to, with our service providers, for the performance of certain 
activities such as delivery of our products, billing, collection and security effects, for 
employees or applicants. to employees for the payment of payroll and social security. 
 
V.- Clause of acceptance or opposition of transfers or refusal to the processing of 
personal data. 
 
In case you want your personal data not to be transferred to suppliers or not treated for 
secondary purposes, the owner can submit his request through the email 
juridico@ddm.com.mx or submit a free document and submit it by any media in Leonardo 
da Vinci 62, Col. Mixcoac, CP 03910, Benito Juárez, Mexico City. 
It will be understood that you have given your consent to the processing of your personal 
data described in this notice, through your handwritten signature, electronic signature, 
fingerprint or any authentication mechanism established for that purpose. 
 
VI.- Means and procedure to exercise the ARCO rights and to revoke the consent of 
the processing of personal data.  
 
The owner has the right to access, rectify, cancel their personal data, oppose or, where 
appropriate, revoke the consent to the processing of such data that has previously been 
granted to GRUPO DDM for that purpose.  
For the safeguarding of their ARCO rights and to revoke the consent to the processing of 
personal data, the owner may opt for any of these means:  



 

 

a.- Present a free writing addressed to the Legal Area at the following address: Leonardo da 
Vinci 62, Col. Mixcoac, C.P. 03910, Benito Juárez, Mexico City. 
 
 
b.- Present a free writing to the email: juridico@ddm.com.mx  
 
GRUPO DDM, will respond to the requests of the Holder of the information, provided that 
any of the exceptions contained in article 26 of the Law is not updated, and the applicant 
complies with the provisions of article 29 of the Federal Protection Law. of Personal Data in 
Possession of Individuals that establishes the requirements that must be contained in the 
requests presented by the Owners.  
 
In order for GRUPO DDM to process the request of a Holder regarding access, rectification, 
revocation, cancellation, opposition and / or limitation of the use or disclosure of its data, the 
latter must attach the following information and documentation to its request: 
 
i. Name of Owner and address or other means for GRUPO DDM to communicate the 

response to your request. 
 

ii. Documents evidencing their identity or personality in case of legal representation of 
the Holder (official identification of the owner or the legal representative and power of 
the latter). 

 
iii. The clear and precise description of the Personal Data with respect to which it is 

sought to exercise the right of access, rectification, revocation, cancellation, 
opposition, limitation of use or disclosure, as well as any other data or document that 
may facilitate the location of Personal Data. 

 
  
Once your application has been submitted in the pre-established form, the Privacy Office 
may request, within a period not exceeding 5 working days, the information and / or 
documentation necessary for its follow-up, as well as for the accreditation of your identity, in 
accordance with the terms that the Legislation establishes. So you will have 10 business 
days after receipt, to meet this requirement. Otherwise your request will be considered as 
not submitted.  
 
In a later period of 20 working days, said Office will issue a response, which will be notified 
to you by the means of contact established in your request.  
 
The revocation and exercise of the ARCO Rights will be free, and you must cover only the 
justified shipping costs, or the reproduction cost in copies or other formats established in 
your application. 
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VII.- Options and means to limit the use or disclosure of your personal data. 
  
The owner may express his refusal to continue receiving communications or promotions 
from us, by email juridico@ddm.com.mx, as well as may request the Public Registry through 
the PROFECO Website.  
 
VIII.- Use of technology on the Internet. 
 
We inform you that on our website we use cookies, GIF trackers, pixel tags and through 
which it is possible to monitor your behavior as an Internet user, as well as provide you with 
a better service and user experience when browsing our website. 
In addition to the foregoing, you can provide us directly on our website, identification, 
contact and location data, which we will use for: Identification and verification of data, 
information, promotions and advertising, attention and follow-up of complaints, statistics and 
the other purposes described in this notice.  
 
Likewise, we inform you that the data collected by GRUPO DDM through the use of the 
aforementioned technologies, are not transferred to a third party.  
 
 
X.- Changes to the Privacy Notice. 
 
Any modification to this notice will be notified to you through our website 
http://ddm.com.mx/en/ for this reason, we recommend consulting this privacy notice 
regularly as it may change at any time. 
 
These measures operate within the framework of the Federal Law for the Protection of 
Personal Data Held by Private Parties. 
 
Last update: 02/25/2019 
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